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  5	
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  RECEIVING
Recap & Session Thoughts
•Discuss how the past few weeks have gone in regards to
intentional times of REFLECTING & RELEASING.
•Write down and discuss anything that immediately caught your
attention in the video.

REFLECTING RELEASING RECEIVING RESISTING RESPONDING

Discussion Questions:
1. What does it look like in day to day life to allow Jesus to be the Good Shepherd
and you be the sheep; to allow Him to be the Vine to which you are RECEIVING
life from and the Potter who is shaping your life and future?
2. What is an area of your life that you committed to let God lead in the past and
then seen him be faithful to provide? In what particular areas of your life do you
find it difficult to consistently follow God’s direction and leading?
3. What are some specific things you would like to RECEIVE from the Lord right
now. Pray for them together as a group. First acknowledge the goodness of the
Lord’s will over your own and then specifically ask him for the things you need?

Next Steps
RECEIVING and being a type of person who understands their deep need for the Trinity in
every area life is something that takes time to grow in. It is not merely something we
decide to do it something we consistently decide to do as the Spirit reveals places where
we don’t allow him to lead. Take time this week to verbally affirm Jesus as Shepherd, Vine
& Potter and ask him to reveal places where you have a propensity to get ahead of him.
If you need to talk further about anything discussed tonight your leaders have other resources and
are eager to discuss these things with you.

